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This hands-on textbook introduces physics and nuclear engineering students to the
experimental and theoretical aspects of fission physics for research and applications through
worked examples and problem sets. The study of nuclear fission is currently undergoing a
renaissance. Recent advances in the field create the opportunity to develop more reliable
models of fission predictability and to supply measurements and data to critical applications
including nuclear energy, national security and counter-proliferation, and medical isotope
production. An Introduction to Nuclear Fission provides foundational knowledge for the next
generation of researchers to contribute to nuclear fission physics.
Nuclear Thermal-Hydraulic Systems provides a comprehensive approach to nuclear reactor
thermal-hydraulics, reflecting the latest technologies, reactor designs, and safety
considerations. The text makes extensive use of color images, internet links, computer
graphics, and other innovative techniques to explore nuclear power plant design and operation.
Key fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and nuclear engineering concepts are carefully explained,
and supported with worked examples, tables, and graphics. Intended for use in one or two
semester courses, the text is suitable for both undergraduate and graduate students. A
complete Solutions Manual is available for professors adopting the text.
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to
Periodicals July - December)
A Bibliography of Selected Unclassified Literature
Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering Second Edition
Fundamentals and Applications
A Practical Perspective
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS is the most modern, up-to-date, and reader
friendly nuclear engineering textbook on the market today. It provides a thoroughly modern
alternative to classical nuclear engineering textbooks that have not been updated over the
last 20 years. Printed in full color, it conveys a sense of awe and wonder to anyone
interested in the field of nuclear energy. It discusses nuclear reactor design, nuclear fuel
cycles, reactor thermal-hydraulics, reactor operation, reactor safety, radiation detection and
protection, and the interaction of radiation with matter. It presents an in-depth introduction
to the science of nuclear power, nuclear energy production, the nuclear chain reaction,
nuclear cross sections, radioactivity, and radiation transport. All major types of reactors are
introduced and discussed, and the role of internet tools in their analysis and design is
explored. Reactor safety and reactor containment systems are explored as well. To convey
the evolution of nuclear science and engineering, historical figures and their contributions to
evolution of the nuclear power industry are explored. Numerous examples are provided
throughout the text, and are brought to life through life-like portraits, photographs, and
colorful illustrations. The text follows a well-structured pedagogical approach, and provides
a wide range of student learning features not available in other textbooks including useful
equations, numerous worked examples, and lists of key web resources. As a bonus, a
complete Solutions Manual and .PDF slides of all figures are available to qualified instructors
who adopt the text. More than any other fundamentals book in a generation, it is studentfriendly, and truly impressive in its design and its scope. It can be used for a one semester,
a two semester, or a three semester course in the fundamentals of nuclear power. It can
also serve as a great reference book for practicing nuclear scientists and engineers. To date,
it has achieved the highest overall satisfaction of any mainstream nuclear engineering
textbook available on the market today.
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Since the publication of the bestselling first edition, there have been numerous advances in
the field of nuclear science. In medicine, accelerator based teletherapy and electron-beam
therapy have become standard. New demands in national security have stimulated major
advances in nuclear instrumentation.An ideal introduction to the fundamentals of nuclear
science and engineering, this book presents the basic nuclear science needed to understand
and quantify an extensive range of nuclear phenomena. New to the Second Edition- A
chapter on radiation detection by Douglas McGregor Up-to-date coverage of radiation
hazards, reactor designs, and medical applications Flexible organization of material that
allows for quick reference This edition also takes an in-depth look at particle accelerators,
nuclear fusion reactions and devices, and nuclear technology in medical diagnostics and
treatment. In addition, the author discusses applications such as the direct conversion of
nuclear energy into electricity. The breadth of coverage is unparalleled, ranging from the
theory and design characteristics of nuclear reactors to the identification of biological risks
associated with ionizing radiation. All topics are supplemented with extensive nuclear data
compilations to perform a wealth of calculations. Providing extensive coverage of physics,
nuclear science, and nuclear technology of all types, this up-to-date second edition of
Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering is a key reference for any physicists or
engineer.
Offering the most current and complete introduction to nuclear engineering available, this
book contains new information on French, Russian, and Japanese nuclear reactors. All units
have been revised to reflect current standards. Includes discussions of new reactor types
including the AP600, ABWR, and SBWR as well as an extensive section on non-US design
reactors; the nuclear Navy and its impact on the development of nuclear energy; binding
energy and such topics as the semi-empirical mass formula and elementary quantum
mechanics; and solutions to the diffusion equation and a more general derivation of the
point kinetics equation. Topics in reactor safety include a complete discussion of the
Chernobyl accident and an updated section on TMI and the use of computer codes in safety
analysis. For nuclear engineers.
Nuclear Science
1961: July-December
A Conceptual Introduction to Nuclear Power
Introduction to Nuclear and Particle Physics

A total of 1517 references are listed in this compilation. These include selected nonpublished United States Atomic Energy Commission reports and published articles in
technical books and journals. An author and a report number index with availability
information are also included.
Computational Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Science Using Python provides
the necessary knowledge users need to embed more modern computing techniques
into current practices, while also helping practitioners replace Fortran-based
implementations with higher level languages. The book is especially unique in the
market with its implementation of Python into nuclear engineering methods, seeking to
do so by first teaching the basics of Python, then going through different techniques to
solve systems of equations, and finally applying that knowledge to solve problems
specific to nuclear engineering. Along with examples of code and end-of-chapter
problems, the book is an asset to novice programmers in nuclear engineering and
radiological sciences, teaching them how to analyze complex systems using modern
computational techniques. For decades, the paradigm in engineering education, in
particular, nuclear engineering, has been to teach Fortran along with numerical
methods for solving engineering problems.
This has been slowly changing as new
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codes have been written utilizing modern languages, such as Python, thus resulting in a
greater need for the development of more modern computational skills and techniques
in nuclear engineering. Offers numerical methods as a tool to solve specific problems in
nuclear engineering Provides examples on how to simulate different problems and
produce graphs using Python Supplies accompanying codes and data on a companion
website, along with solutions to end-of-chapter problems
INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR REACTOR PHYSICS is the most comprehensive,
modern and readable textbook for this course/module. It explains reactors, fuel cycles,
radioisotopes, radioactive materials, design, and operation. Chain reaction and fission
reactor concepts are presented, plus advanced coverage including neutron diffusion
theory. The diffusion equation, Fisk’s Law, and steady state/time-dependent reactor
behavior. Numerical and analytical solutions are also covered. The text has full color
illustrations throughout, and a wide range of student learning features.
Nuclear Engineering
Fractional Calculus with Applications for Nuclear Reactor Dynamics
Fundamentals of Nuclear Reactor Physics
Computational Mathematics and Applications

An introductory text for broad areas of nuclear reactor
physics Nuclear Reactor Physics and Engineering offers
information on analysis, design, control, and operation of
nuclear reactors. The author—a noted expert on the
topic—explores the fundamentals and presents the
mathematical formulations that are grounded in differential
equations and linear algebra. The book puts the focus on the
use of neutron diffusion theory for the development of
techniques for lattice physics and global reactor system
analysis. The author also includes recent developments in
numerical algorithms, including the Krylov subspace method,
and the MATLAB software, including the Simulink toolbox, for
efficient studies of steady-state and transient reactor
configurations. In addition, nuclear fuel cycle and
associated economics analysis are presented, together with
the application of modern control theory to reactor
operation. This important book: Provides a comprehensive
introduction to the fundamental concepts of nuclear reactor
physics and engineering Contains information on nuclear
reactor kinetics and reactor design analysis Presents
illustrative examples to enhance understanding Offers selfcontained derivation of ?uid conservation equations Written
for undergraduate and graduate students in nuclear
engineering and practicing engineers, Nuclear Reactor
Physics and Engineering covers the fundamental concepts and
tools of nuclear reactor physics and analysis.
' The original edition of Introduction to Nuclear and
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Particle Physics was used with great success for singlesemester courses on nuclear and particle physics offered by
American and Canadian universities at the undergraduate
level. It was also translated into German, and used
overseas. Being less formal but well-written, this book is a
good vehicle for learning the more intuitive rather than
formal aspects of the subject. It is therefore of value to
scientists with a minimal background in quantum mechanics,
but is sufficiently substantive to have been recommended for
graduate students interested in the fields covered in the
text. In the second edition, the material begins with an
exceptionally clear development of Rutherford scattering
and, in the four following chapters, discusses sundry
phenomenological issues concerning nuclear properties and
structure, and general applications of radioactivity and of
the nuclear force. This is followed by two chapters dealing
with interactions of particles in matter, and how these
characteristics are used to detect and identify such
particles. A chapter on accelerators rounds out the
experimental aspects of the field. The final seven chapters
deal with elementary-particle phenomena, both before and
after the realization of the Standard Model. This is
interspersed with discussion of symmetries in classical
physics and in the quantum domain, bringing into full focus
the issues concerning CP violation, isotopic spin, and other
symmetries. The final three chapters are devoted to the
Standard Model and to possibly new physics beyond it,
emphasizing unification of forces, supersymmetry, and other
exciting areas of current research. The book contains
several appendices on related subjects, such as special
relativity, the nature of symmetry groups, etc. There are
also many examples and problems in the text that are of
value in gauging the reader's understanding of the material.
Contents:Rutherford ScatteringNuclear PhenomenologyNuclear
ModelsNuclear RadiationApplications of Nuclear PhysicsEnergy
Deposition in MediaParticle DetectionAcceleratorsProperties
and Interactions of Elementary ParticlesSymmetriesDiscrete
TransformationsNeutral Kaons, Oscillations, and CP
ViolationFormulation of the Standard ModelStandard Model and
Confrontation with DataBeyond the Standard Model Readership:
Advanced undergraduates and researchers in nuclear and
particle physics. Keywords:Rutherford Scattering;Nuclear
Properties;Nuclear Structure;Elementary Particles;SubPage 4/12
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Structure of Particles;Particle Detectors;Interactions in
Matter;The Standard Model;Symmetries of Nature;Theories of
Nuclear and Particle
Structure;Radioactivity;SupersymmetryReviews: “The book by
Das and Ferbel is particularly suited as a basis for a onesemester course on both subjects since it contains a very
concise introduction to those topics and I like very much
the outline and contents of this book.” Kay Konigsmann
Universität Freiburg, Germany “The book provides an
introduction to the subject very well suited for the
introductory course for physics majors. Presentation is very
clear and nicely balances the issues of nuclear and particle
physics, exposes both theoretical ideas and modern
experimental methods. Presentation is also very economic and
one can cover most of the book in a one-semester course. In
the second edition, the authors updated the contents to
reflect the very recent developments in the theory and
experiment. They managed to do it without substantial
increase of the size of the book. I used the first edition
several times to teach the course ‘Introduction to Subatomic
Physics’ and I am looking forward to use this new edition to
teach the course next year.” Professor Mark Strikman
Pennsylvania State University, USA “This book can be
recommended to those who find elementary particle physics of
absorbing interest.” Contemporary Physics '
The text is designed for junior and senior level Nuclear
Engineering students. The third edition of this highly
respected text offers the most current and complete
introduction to nuclear engineering available. Introduction
to Nuclear Engineering has been thoroughly updated with new
information on French, Russian, and Japanese nuclear
reactors. All units have been revised to reflect current
standards. In addition to the numerous end-of-chapter
problems, computer exercises have been added.
An Introduction to the Concepts, Systems, and Applications
of Nuclear Processes
An Introduction to Nuclear Fission
Introduction to Nuclear Concepts for Engineers
University of Michigan Official Publication
***VERKAUFSKATEGORIE*** 1 e This textbook covers the core subjects of
nuclear engineering. Developed to meet the needs of today's students
and nuclear power plant operators, the text establishes a framework
for the various areas of knowledge that comprise the field and
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explains rather than just defines the relevant physical phenomena.
For today's engineer the principal analytical design tool is the
personal computer. The text takes advantage of this recent
development. PC programs are provided which either expand the
computational range accessible to the student, or serve to illustrate
the relevant physical phenomena. Some of the included programs are
simplified versions of computational procedures used in the field and
can be used as training tool for design calculations. The text
devotes special attention to subjects which have an impact on the
safe operation of nuclear power reactors. This includes the design of
safety optimized core configurations, the physical mechanisms
underlying the various reactivity coefficients, and the calibration
procedures for control rods. A final chapter is devoted to the
licensing and safety evaluation of power reactors.
Solutions Manual for Introduction to Nuclear EngineeringIntroduction
to Nuclear EngineeringPearson/Education
This expanded, revised, and updated fourth edition of Nuclear Energy
maintains the tradition of providing clear and comprehensive coverage
of all aspects of the subject, with emphasis on the explanation of
trends and developments. As in earlier editions, the book is divided
into three parts that achieve a natural flow of ideas: Basic
Concepts, including the fundamentals of energy, particle
interactions, fission, and fusion; Nuclear Systems, including
accelerators, isotope separators, detectors, and nuclear reactors;
and Nuclear Energy and Man, covering the many applications of
radionuclides, radiation, and reactors, along with a discussion of
wastes and weapons. A minimum of mathematical background is required,
but there is ample opportunity to learn characteristic numbers
through the illustrative calculations and the exercises. An updated
Solution Manual is available to the instructor. A new feature to aid
the student is a set of some 50 Computer Exercises, using a diskette
of personal computer programs in BASIC and spreadsheet, supplied by
the author at a nominal cost. The book is of principal value as an
introduction to nuclear science and technology for early college
students, but can be of benefit to science teachers and lecturers,
nuclear utility trainees and engineers in other fields.
Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Second Edition Solutions Manual
Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Theory
Catalog of the U.S. Military Academy
College Programs in Nuclear Engineering, 1956

Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering provides an ideal
introduction to the subject. The first half of the text reviews the
important results of "modern" physics and introduces the
fundamentals of nuclear science. The second half introduces the
theory of nuclear reactors and its application in electrical power
production and propulsion. It also surveys many other applications of
nuclear technology encountered in space research, industry, and
medicine. Each chapter contains extensive problem sets, and
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appendices at the end of the text furnish large amounts of practical
data that enable students to perform a wealth of calculations. Among
the myriad concepts, principles, and applications addressed in this
text, Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering Describes
sources of radiation, radiation interactions, and the results of such
interactions Summarizes developments in the creation of atomic and
nuclear models Develops the kinematics and energetics of nuclear
reactions and radioactivity Identifies and assesses biological risks
associated with ionizing radiation Presents the theory of nuclear
reactors and their dynamic behavior Discusses the design and
characteristics of modern nuclear power reactors Summarizes the
nuclear fuel cycle and radioactive waste management Describes
methods for directly converting nuclear energy into electricity
Presents an overview of nuclear propulsion for ships and space crafts
Explores the use of nuclear techniques in medical therapy and
diagnosis Covers basic concepts in theory of special relativity, waveparticle duality, and quantum mechanics Fundamentals of Nuclear
Science and Engineering builds the background students embarking
on the study of nuclear engineering and technology need to
understand and quantify nuclear phenomena and to move forward
into higher-level studies.
For junior- and senior-level courses in Nuclear Engineering. Applying
nuclear engineering essentials to the modern world Introduction to
Nuclear Engineering , 4th Edition reflects changes in the industry
since the 2001 publication of its predecessor. With recent data and
information, including expanded discussions about the worldwide
nuclear renaissance and the development and construction of
advanced plant designs, the text aims to provide students with a
modern, high-level introduction to nuclear engineering. The nuclear
industry is constantly in flux, and the 4th Edition helps students
understand real-world applications of nuclear technology--in the
United States and across the globe.
This book is a collection of invited and reviewed chapters on state-ofthe-art developments in interdisciplinary mathematics. The book
discusses recent developments in the fields of theoretical and applied
mathematics, covering areas of interest to mathematicians,
scientists, engineers, industrialists, researchers, faculty, and
students. Readers will be exposed to topics chosen from a wide range
of areas including differential equations, integral reforms, operational
calculus, numerical analysis, fluid mechanics, and computer science.
The aim of the book is to provide brief and reliably expressed
research topics that will enable those new or not aware of
mathematical sciences in this part of the world. While the book has
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not been precisely planned to address any branch of mathematics, it
presents contributions of the relevant topics to do so. The topics
chosen for the book are those that we have found of significant
interest to many researchers in the world. These also are topics that
are applicable in many fields of computational and applied
mathematics. This book constitutes the first attempt in Jordanian
literature to scientifically consider the extensive need of research
development at the national and international levels with which
mathematics deals. The book grew not only from the international
collaboration between the authors but rather from the long need for a
research-based book from different parts of the world for researchers
and professionals working in computational and applied mathematics.
This is the modified version of the back-cover content on the print
book
Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Physics
Introduction to Nuclear Engineering
Nuclear Engineering Fundamentals
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
Covering both fundamental and advanced aspects in an accessible way, this
textbook begins with an overview of nuclear reactor systems, helping readers to
familiarize themselves with the varied designs. Then the readers are introduced to
different possibilities for materials applications in the various sections of nuclear
energy systems. Materials selection and life prediction methodologies for nuclear
reactors are also presented in relation to creep, corrosion and other degradation
mechanisms. An appendix compiles useful property data relevant for nuclear
reactor applications. Throughout the book, there is a thorough coverage of various
materials science principles, such as physical and mechanical metallurgy, defects
and diffusion and radiation effects on materials, with serious efforts made to
establish structure-property correlations wherever possible. With its emphasis on
the latest developments and outstanding problems in the field, this is both a
valuable introduction and a ready reference for beginners and experienced
practitioners alike.
Nuclear engineering plays an important role in various industrial, health care, and
energy processes. Modern physics has generated its fundamental principles. A
growing number of students and practicing engineers need updated material to
access the technical language and content of nuclear principles. "Nuclear Principles
in Engineering, Second Edition" is written for students, engineers, physicians and
scientists who need up-to-date information in basic nuclear concepts and calculation
methods using numerous examples and illustrative computer application areas. This
new edition features a modern graphical interpretation of the phenomena described
in the book fused with the results from research and new applications of nuclear
engineering, including but not limited to nuclear engineering, power engineering,
homeland security, health physics, radiation treatment and imaging, radiation
shielding systems, aerospace and propulsion engineering, and power production
propulsion.
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The third edition of this popular book is updated to include a completely revised
discussion of reactor technology, an improved discussion of the reactor physics, and
a more detailed discussion of basic nuclear physics and models. Introduces the
basics of the shell model of the nucleus and a beginning discussion of quantum
mechanics. Discusses both U.S. and non-U.S. reactor designs, as well as advanced
reactors. Provides for a more detailed understanding of both reactor statics and
kinetics. Includes updated information on reactor acidents and safety.
Nuclear Reactor Physics and Engineering
Solutions Manual for Introduction to Nuclear Engineering
Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering
Nuclear Energy is one of the most popular texts ever published on
basic nuclear physics, systems, and applications of nuclear energy.
This newest edition continues the tradition of offering a holistic
treatment of everything the undergraduate engineering student needs to
know in a clear and accessible way. The book presents a comprehensive
overview of radioactivity, radiation protection, nuclear reactors,
waste disposal, and nuclear medicine. The seventh edition is
restructured into three parts: Basic Concepts, Nuclear Power
(including new chapters on nuclear power plants and introduction to
reactor theory), and Radiation and Its Uses. Part Two in particular
has been updated with current developments, including a new section on
Reactor Safety and Security (with a discussion of the Fukushima
Diiachi accident); updated information on naval and space propulsion;
and revised and updated information on radioactive waste storage,
transportation, and disposal. Part Three features new content on
biological effects of radiation, radiation standards, and radiation
detection. Coverage of energy economics integrated into appropriate
chapters More worked examples and end of chapter exercises Updated
final chapter on nuclear explosions for current geopolitical
developments
This textbook presents students with nuclear concepts, models,
vocabulary, and problem-solving skills that are essential for success
in subsequent course work in reactor theory and engineering. Designed
for a sophomore science or engineering student with a firm foundation
in the basics of college physics and mathematics through ordinary
differential equations, Mayo's book addresses concepts in modern
physics (special relativity, quantum concepts, etc.) and develops
those concepts as necessary in the presentation of the text material.
The text objective is to present fundamental nuclear principles in a
clear and understandable yet physically sound manner.
Introduces Novel Applications for Solving Neutron Transport Equations
While deemed nonessential in the past, fractional calculus is now
gaining momentum in the science and engineering community. Various
disciplines have discovered that realistic models of physical
phenomenon can be achieved with fractional calculus and are using them
in numerous ways. Since fractional calculus represents a reactor more
closely than classical integer order calculus, Fractional Calculus
with Applications for Nuclear Reactor Dynamics focuses on the
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application of fractional calculus to describe the physical behavior
of nuclear reactors. It applies fractional calculus to incorporate the
mathematical methods used to analyze the diffusion theory model of
neutron transport and explains the role of neutron transport in
reactor theory. The author discusses fractional calculus and the
numerical solution for fractional neutron point kinetic equation
(FNPKE), introduces the technique for efficient and accurate numerical
computation for FNPKE with different values of reactivity, and
analyzes the fractional neutron point kinetic (FNPK) model for the
dynamic behavior of neutron motion. The book begins with an overview
of nuclear reactors, explains how nuclear energy is extracted from
reactors, and explores the behavior of neutron density using
reactivity functions. It also demonstrates the applicability of the
Haar wavelet method and introduces the neutron diffusion concept to
aid readers in understanding the complex behavior of average neutron
motion. This text: Applies the effective analytical and numerical
methods to obtain the solution for the NDE Determines the numerical
solution for one-group delayed neutron FNPKE by the explicit finite
difference method Provides the numerical solution for classical as
well as fractional neutron point kinetic equations Proposes the Haar
wavelet operational method (HWOM) to obtain the numerical approximate
solution of the neutron point kinetic equation, and more Fractional
Calculus with Applications for Nuclear Reactor Dynamics thoroughly and
systematically presents the concepts of fractional calculus and
emphasizes the relevance of its application to the nuclear reactor.
An Introduction
TID
An Introduction to Nuclear Materials
Nuclear Reactor Thermal Hydraulics

Since the publication of the bestselling first edition, there
have been numerous advances in the field of nuclear science. In
medicine, accelerator based teletherapy and electron-beam
therapy have become standard. New demands in national security
have stimulated major advances in nuclear instrumentation.An
ideal introduction to the fundamentals of nuclear science and
engineering, this book presents the basic nuclear science needed
to understand and quantify an extensive range of nuclear
phenomena. New to the Second Edition— A chapter on radiation
detection by Douglas McGregor Up-to-date coverage of radiation
hazards, reactor designs, and medical applications Flexible
organization of material that allows for quick reference This
edition also takes an in-depth look at particle accelerators,
nuclear fusion reactions and devices, and nuclear technology in
medical diagnostics and treatment. In addition, the author
discusses applications such as the direct conversion of nuclear
energy into electricity. The breadth of coverage is
unparalleled, ranging from the theory and design characteristics
of nuclear reactors to the identification of biological risks
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associated with ionizing radiation. All topics are supplemented
with extensive nuclear data compilations to perform a wealth of
calculations. Providing extensive coverage of physics, nuclear
science, and nuclear technology of all types, this up-to-date
second edition of Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and
Engineering is a key reference for any physicists or engineer.
Fundamentals of Nuclear Reactor Physics offers a one-semester
treatment of the essentials of how the fission nuclear reactor
works, the various approaches to the design of reactors, and
their safe and efficient operation . It provides a clear,
general overview of atomic physics from the standpoint of
reactor functionality and design, including the sequence of
fission reactions and their energy release. It provides in-depth
discussion of neutron reactions, including neutron kinetics and
the neutron energy spectrum, as well as neutron spatial
distribution. It includes ample worked-out examples and over 100
end-of-chapter problems. Engineering students will find this
applications-oriented approach, with many worked-out examples,
more accessible and more meaningful as they aspire to become
future nuclear engineers. A clear, general overview of atomic
physics from the standpoint of reactor functionality and design,
including the sequence of fission reactions and their energy
release In-depth discussion of neutron reactions, including
neutron kinetics and the neutron energy spectrum, as well as
neutron spatial distribution Ample worked-out examples and over
100 end-of-chapter problems Full Solutions Manual
Announcements for the following year included in some vols.
Computational Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Science Using
Python
Selected Reference Material, United States Atomic Energy
Program: Information sources
An Introduction to Nuclear Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow
Nuclear Energy
Nuclear Engineering: A Conceptual Introduction to Nuclear Power provides coverage of
the introductory, salient principles of nuclear engineering in a comprehensive manner
for those entering the profession at the end of their degree. The nuclear power industry
is undergoing a renaissance because of the desire for low-carbon baseload electricity,
the growing population, and environmental concerns about shale gas, so this book is a
welcomed addition to the science. In addition, users will find a great deal of information
on the change in the industry, along with other topical areas of interest that are uniquely
covered. Intended for undergraduate students or early postgraduate students studying
nuclear engineering, this new text will also be appealing to scientifically-literate nonexperts wishing to be better informed about the ‘nuclear option'. Presents a succinct
and clear explanation of the key facts and concepts on how nuclear engineering power
systems function and how their related fuel supply cycles operate Provides full
coverage of the nuclear fuel cycle, including its scientific and historical basis Describes
a comprehensive range of relevant reactor designs, from those that are defunct, current,
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and in plan/construction for the future, including SMRs and GenIV Summarizes all major
accidents and their impact on the industry and society
Information sources
General Register
Nuclear Science and Technology, a Selective Bibliography
Nuclear Principles in Engineering
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